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Abstract :  The SIPCOT is an industrial park which has been established to promote the units to do untiring business. The 

SIPCOT in perundurai is also popularly known as established called Industrial estate. Currently there exist too many units which 

has set up their business units in this industrial park and contributing to the growth of Tamilnadu economy. The study has been 

made to analyse the level of satisfaction among the business units on the various facilities available in the SIPCOT. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The SIPCOT is an industrial park which has been established to promote the units to do untiring business. The SIPCOT in 

perundurai is also popularly known as established called Industrial estate. Currently there exist too many units which has set up 

their business units in this industrial park and contributing to the growth of Tamilnadu economy. Major units which have set the 

units are under the major category of textiles, Leather, Engineering, chemicals and Value added processing. All these units differ 

on their infrastructure needs and other facilities and amenities. The present study is made to analyse the level of satisfaction 

among the business units on the various facilities available in the SIPCOT.  

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

To analyse the level of satisfaction among the business units on the various facilities available in the SIPCOT.  

III. Sample size and Design 

For the purpose of study the researcher has made census sampling because all the units in the SIPCOT perundurai in Tamilnadu 

district has been taken. The total number of units which are present in the SIPCOT perundurai accounts to 223.     

IV. Statistical tools used  

Frequency analysis, Factor analysis and Cluster analysis.   

The major units in SIPCOT perundurai accounts to Textiles with a percentage share of 42.6, chemical industry accounts to 22.4 

percent, engineering accounts to 19.7 percent, leather industry accounts to 12.6 percent and the value added processing units 

accounts to 2.7 percent. For establishing the units a 37.2 percent of them have sourced the capital through bank, 26.9 percent of 

them had their own capital, an 18.8 percent of them acquired the capital through SIPCOT  and remaining 17 percent of them 

acquire capital through TIIC.  

 

By deploying factor analysis the opinion of the owners were classified fewer than five headings viz., amenities, communications, 

competence, ease of access, and sufficient capacity. The total units were classified under three heads viz., the units which have 

attained medium satisfaction, units which have attained high satisfaction and the units which have attained low satisfaction. The 

units of the satisfaction range, falls under 36.7 percent, 60.99 percent, and 2.24 percent respectively. The results of the canonical 

discrimination of the satisfaction were presented in the image below as scatted plots.  
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Further chi square was employed to find the significant difference between the business profile and the amenities, 

communications, competence, ease of access, and sufficient capacity.  From the analysis it is proved that there exist significance 

over the location of the unit, capital invested, source of capital, and form of organisation and exist non significance over nature of 

business and scope of business.  

V. Conclusion 

As mentioned in the introduction there are different types of units which are set up in the SIPCOT industrial estate. Each major 

industry does differ in their business operation, and the expectations over the infrastructure also differ drastically. The results 

revealed that location of the unit, capital invested, source of capital, and form of organisation has significance with the 

satisfaction level and exist non significance over nature of business and scope of business.  
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